WHITE STAMPS
INTRODUCTION
Three visions …
1. It started as I was looking at a souvenir sheet
from St. Vincent/Grenadines sent to me by my cousin
Bruce, who said they were from his late mother’s (My Aunt
Win’s) accumulation. The stamps were issued by the tiny,
formerly British-ruled islands in the West Indies, and
celebrated Mao Tse Tung. What?! Cousin Bruce wrote:
“You should have them as they may add to your collection
of mass murderers. Do you have a Pol Pot, George
Armstrong Custer or Robert E. Lee stamp?”
2. Cousin Bruce also has been educating me about one of his favorite
presidents, Warren Harding. He sent me a copy of Harding’s surprising (to me)
speech in Birmingham, Alabama, in 1921, celebrating the city’s 50th anniversary.
In the speech he spoke in favor of the Black vote. “I want to see the time come
when Black men will regard themselves as full participants in the benefits and
duties of American citizenship,” Harding declared. His stand was courageous for
its time — notwithstanding his rhetorical dismissal of recently enfranchised
women voters, plus the political angle that Republican Harding lost Alabama to
the white supremacist Democrats in 1920. Jim Crow was in full feather. Social
bigotry, systemic discrimination, denial of civil rights (including voting) backed
by violence kept the rules of white supremacy in place. Those rules were
reflected in the all-white stamps of the United States appearing throughout the
Jim Crow era of the 1920s and onward.
3. My daughter Kate sent an article about a new four-stamp set from
Spain promoting anti-racism that kicked oﬀ a flamenco of controversy. The
colors range from pure caucasian white for the top value, 1.60 euros, to nearblack for the lowest value, 70 cents. This was intentional. “The darker the stamp,
the less value it will have,” read an oﬃcial statement. “When making a shipment,
it will be necessary to use more black stamps than white ones. That way, each
letter and each shipment will become a reflection of the inequality created by
racism.” Nice try. Critics immediately called it “accidentally racist” and tonedeaf. Uh huh.
Accidentally racist. Tone-deaf. How about American stamps? Haven’t we
produced some embarrassing examples of philately burnishing white
supremacy? Let’s take a casual look …

WHITE STAMPS
Start oﬀ with this 14-center from the definitive issue
of 1924. The portrait of the Indian chief is dignified enough
— and generic, which is the problem. The caption reads,
“American Indian.” Like the 15-cent “Statue of Liberty” and
the 30-cent “Buﬀalo,” it is an iconic image, nothing more or
less. The half-cent honors Harding, the one-cent Franklin,
the two-cent Washington, then Lincoln, Martha Washington,
Roosevelt, Garfield and so on up to the 15-cent, “American
Indian.” I’d call this an objectification of the indigenous
people, wouldn’t you? Like the “Head of Freedom” on the
$5 top value of the set, it’s a symbol, not a person. This image of a handsome,
anonymous Indian is appropriated and literally framed to become an emblem of
white supremacy.
Who is the fresh-faced young soldier in this
stamp from 1929 (left)? It’s Major General John
Sullivan, who led a military expedition 150 years
earlier that devastated the Iroquois in what today
is upstate New York. He was sent by Gen. George
Washington, during the revolutionary war.
There was only one pitched battle, at Newtown,
where Sullivan’s colonists defeated a smaller
force of loyalists and their Iroquois allies. Many
more Iroquois — men, women, children — died
later of hunger or cold in the winter of 1779, after
Sullivan’s troops destroyed Haudenosaunee
crops and stores, villages and chattels. Surviving
Iroquois families fled west and to British
protection in Canada.
Sullivan’s scorched-earth campaign has
been cited as an example of genocide. To be
sure, Iroquois fighters had attacked colonists —
men, women and children — before Sullivan’s
expedition. There were massacres at Cherry Hill, Cobleskill and Wyoming Valley.
Notwithstanding these provocations, George Washington’s orders to Gen.
Sullivan send a chill across the centuries:
Orders of George Washington to General John Sullivan, at Head-Quarters
(Wallace House, New Jersey) May 31, 1779
The Expedition you are appointed to command is to be directed against
the hostile tribes of the Six Nations of Indians, with their associates and
adherents. The immediate objects are the total destruction and devastation of

their settlements, and the capture of as many prisoners of every age and sex as
possible. It will be essential to ruin their crops now in the ground and prevent
their planting more. …
Moving on … Here’s a commemorative
(right) from the four-stamp Army set of 1939,
featuring Confederate generals Robert E. Lee
(Please note, Cousin Bruce!) and Stonewall
Jackson, with a backdrop of Stratford, Lee’s
Virginia plantation. Granted, Lee and Jackson
distinguished themselves during the bloody
Mexican-American war of 1846-1848. Ulysses S.
Grant served with Lee.
However, that was hardly the
end of the story …
This commemoration of the abolition of slavery (left) is
based on the Freedman’s Memorial, a statue by Thomas
Ball located in Lincoln Park, in Washington’s Capitol Hill
district. The design would never pass muster today, with
the freed slave kneeling before a benevolent white father
figure, Lincoln. In this engraved rendering, the generic
Black slave doesn’t even look Black, for goodness’ sake!
Nevertheless, this seems to be only the second U.S. stamp
picturing a Black man.
(Booker T. Washington
made it onto the 10-cent
of the “American
Educators” in 1939; next,
George Washington
Carver would appear on
a stamp … in 1948.)
This one (right) had me scratching my
scalp right away. Honored here are the five
“civilized” tribes of Oklahoma. Presumably
other tribes were deemed “uncivilized.” Did
these chosen five win the seal of federal
approval in 1848 — and 1948 — because
they rejoined the reservation? I don’t really
want to delve into the history of all this, which I
fear will tell of unfriendly acts on both sides,
but mostly from my (white) side.

I just read a startling NYTimes news story about these same Oklahoma
tribes, now under pressure to grant tribal rights to descendants of Blacks their
ancestors had enslaved before Emancipation. What?! True that: The Cherokee,
Muskogee (Creek), Choctaw, Chickasaw and Seminole all owned slaves. They
sided with the Confederacy to preserve slavery, freeing their captives only under
duress.
Interesting how one qualifies to be named a “civilized” tribe, even in 1948.
It doesn’t appear the Oklahoma Indians fared any better over the years than the
Haudenosaunee/Iroquois in my region of upstate New York. By the way, using
the criteria of 1948, are the Onondagas, Oneidas and Mohawks “civilized” or
“uncivilized”?
Here’s another headscratcher (left) that is easily, if not
satisfactorily, solved. The school
that started in the Shenandoah
Valley in 1749 (before
Washington’s or Lee’s time) was
called Augusta Academy. In 1796,
George Washington enriched the
school’s endowment, and in
gratitude the institution was
renamed for him. After the Civil
War, Robert E. Lee served five
years as president of the college
before his death in 1870.
Afterwards the school became
Washington and Lee. Nuﬀ said!

I have to shoe-horn in this unbelievable third stamp
honoring Robert E. Lee. I say unbelievable, because few
other Americans get this kind of philatelic billing. This is
the general who led secessionist troops in the bloody war
of rebellion against the United States of America between
1861 and 1865. Here he is for the third time, on the 30cent value of the U.S. definitive series used in the 1950s
and 1960s. Cousin Bruce: Take note!

Separate but equal?
Here are two stamps,
one honoring the
North, the other the
South. Is this OK?
Notice the figures are
exactly the same;
only the hat insignia
are diﬀerent. Was
there really so little
diﬀerence? What was
that war about,
anyway?

This next section of U.S. stamps I lump into the category of “tone deaf” or
perhaps “clueless.” Definitely not “woke.” By this I don’t mean that the stamps
are oﬀensive, profoundly or even superficially. Most of them are nicely designed,
well-executed, handsome examples of philately. It’s just that they are so
relentlessly … white. It’s as though Blacks don’t even exist in America. As in
South Africa, Blacks did not generally appear on U.S. postage stamps. The
1960s were still years when TV shows had all-white casts, magazines featured
only whites in content and ads, the newspapers reported mainly about whites.
Being Black was not just a matter of being a “minority” in a diverse society. This
was not about segregation, tacit or explicit. This was the near-total erasure of
blacks from cultural and civic view.

Blacks make up 12.5
percent of the U.S.
population, a number not
much changed since the
1950s. Of the dozen or so
sailors pictured on the
stamp at left, you’d expect
at least one of the faces to
be black, right? Well, no,
because the services still were eﬀectively segregated in
the 1950s. Check out the other stamps honoring
servicewomen (right, above) and the reserves (right) —
all white faces.
This erasure of Blacks reflects a similar absence
of Black servicemen and women from the benefits that
flowed after the end of hostilities. Some 1.2 Black men
and women served the Army in World War II; 125,000
went abroad (6.25 percent of the total); 708 Blacks
were killed in combat, according to Wikipedia. The
Servicemen’s Readjustment Act of 1944, better known
as the G.I. Bill, provided education and professional
training to 8 million returning veterans; 4.3 million
received home loans. Almost all of the beneficiaries
were whites. Historian Ira Katznelson writes that there
was “no greater instrument for widening an already
huge racial gap in postwar America than the G.I. Bill.”
The disparity in the bill’s implementation exponentially increased inequality
in wealth, education and civil rights between white and black Americans. The
G.I. bill was appropriated in some states to promote white supremacy. Southern
postmasters were accused of refusing to deliver the forms so Black veterans
could receive benefits. (source: Wikipedia)
In housing, segregationist policies in the North and South included
redlining, covenants and mortgage refusals, eﬀectively excluding Black veterans
from the post-war housing boom. In 1947, only 2 of 3,200 VA loans in 13
Mississippi cities went to Black borrowers (Wikipedia). Of 67,000 GI bill
mortgages in New York and north Jersey, fewer than 100 went to non-whites,
according to historian Katznelson.
The GI bill’s college scholarships were similarly skewed toward whites.
“Though Congress granted all soldiers the same benefits theoretically,” wrote
historian Hilary Herbold, “the segregationist principles of almost every institution
of higher learning eﬀectively disbarred a huge proportion of Black veterans from
earning a college degree.”

End of lecture.
Back to stamps.
This pair aﬃrms
and reaﬃrms the
whites-only fantasy
of U.S. philately
through the years.
The children in the
polio stamp, left,
are preternaturally
white, right down
to their glowing
white tunics, knee socks and footwear. The mentor
and students in the stamp honoring teachers (right,
above), look like they are about to expire from
terminal whiteness. The boy is rigorously groomed,
his neck cinched by a tight tie under a white collar.
The girl appears appropriately demure, while the
teacher looks … a bit weary. Is this all my imagination, now that I am looking
through the lens of anti-racism? Is it right to expect to see a black face on a U.S.
stamp now and then? Imagine if the Post Oﬃce had done so back in the 1950s
— for example, presenting a Black teacher as the generic honoree. It would
have stirred the pale furies of white supremacy, to be sure.

Call it a stretch to include this
stamp as somehow reinforcing white
supremacy. Bear with me while I
stretch. First, notice that the child
embodying “dental health” is white as
can be. Natch. Now look at the
silhouettes in the background. Both
children are identifiably white, right?
Why, even the color chosen for the
silhouettes is white! White, white, white
all around. (Am I going crazy?)

(No, you’re not going crazy.) These
obnoxious stamps keep coming, one after the
other. This one honors “The American Woman,”
a patronizing concept in itself, exposed by the
manifest lack of a stamp honoring “The
American Man.” No need, since American men
were on top in the pre-feminist society of 1960.
(Still are, arguably.) Be that as it may, this
stamp oozes white supremacy, doesn’t it? Two
white faces stare out at you, calm and
unsmiling, one a woman, the other a sort of
child-woman. (This engraver did not know how
to draw children.) I suddenly imagine how a
person of color would view this depiction of
“American” womanhood: “Those two sure
don’t look like me; they don’t even look like
they like me!”
I interpret this image of the white mother
and child as figures of privilege, destined for
success, with links to “Civic Aﬀairs,” “Education” and “Arts and Industry.” Would
a black mother and daughter be as lucky? Am I going too far? I say, the stamp
goes too far. This pair does not represent “The American Women,” any more
than the Kardashians or the Obamas. The design forces an artificial,
exclusionary choice.
At last, in 1968, came a multiracial
commemorative in favor of youth (left).
(Curiously, the stamp also marked the centennial
of the Elks fraternal order.) In the picture, beside
three generic white youth is … a generic Black
youth! (He looks a bit uneasy, forcing his way into
this tableau of whiteness.)
Finally! Acknowledgement
and aﬃrmation of 1/9 of the
U.S. population that is Black.
Hooray.
Less than a month later,
the Law and Order stamp appeared (right). It was May, 1968,
and Nixon was campaigning for the White House. Black
America and others were still in shock, a month after the
assassination of Martin Luther King Jr.. Within days, Robert
Kennedy would be shot dead. The Minkus Album caption for
this stamp, featuring a white cop tending to a white kid,
reads: “Issued to publicize the policeman as protector and

friend and to encourage respect for law and order.” I’m not a dog, and I don’t
hear a whistle. But I suspect there’s white supremacist dog whistling going on all
around this stamp.

It’s just lazy
white supremacy,
reflexively to adopt
the image of a white
person to represent
this country in all its
glorious diversity.
Take the two stamps
featuring a white
Boy Scout (left)
looking resolute, and
a white Girl Scout
(right) looking
charmingly eager.
You won’t see
designs like these on stamps today, in the post-civil-rights era. That’s a good
thing, I suppose. Designers rose to the challenge and creatively embraced
diversity and inclusion. Not that it changed white supremacy much at all.
Oh for Pete’s sake. The USPS put out a
commemorative in 1961 honoring basketball and its
founder, James Naismith. This is a sport that by
1961 was defined by legendary Black athletes like
Wilt Chamberlain, Bill Russell and Oscar
Robertson. Today, Black players make up 72.2
percent of the NBA. Yet in this stamp the player’s
hand, fingers extended to nudge the ball into the net
— is clearly white. Please, explain. Oh yes, this is
about white supremacy. Here is an example. This is
so embarrassing — could we please move on? **
** Someone might object that the hoop-shooting hand could
belong to Dr. Naismith, whose birth the stamp is
commemorating. If so, I almost missed it.

Reality check: Here’s
a stamp from 1992 that
captures when the whole
white supremacy thing in
North America began —
with the landing of
Columbus in 1492.
Granted, these voyagers
look a bit tentative. It took
until 1619 for the first slave
ship to arrive and
inaugurate the era of white
supremacy. This beach on
the island of Hispaniola is
where it started.
It would be nice to end this essay with an upbeat story. Alas, when dealing
with white supremacy, I find mostly downbeats. I was struggling with a little
mind worm that told me I was missing something — an outrageous example to
cap my essay on white supremacy stamps. It had to do with a statue …
Monuments to the Confederacy have been taking fire of late. Some have
been removed. Others are lightning rods for Black Lives Matter activism — and
emblems of revanchist resistance for some whites and extreme elements still
championing the Lost Cause (and I don’t mean Trump). Years ago I became
aware of the massive Confederate monument at Stone Mountain in Georgia — a
heroic bas-relief, larger than Mt. Rushmore, carved 42 feet into the granite face.
The Stone Mountain Memorial
honors three heroes of the
Confederate States of America
— CSA President Jeﬀerson
Davis, Generals Robert E. Lee
and Stonewall Jackson. The
monument was dedicated in
1970, though it was first
proposed in 1915. Among its
most ardent early advocates was
the Ku Klux Klan, which had
enjoyed a resurgence in part
thanks to the 1915 release of
D.W. Griﬃths’ film, “The Birth of
a Nation.” The Klan raised funds

for the monument — as did
the federal government, with
a special 50-cent piece
issued in 1925 depicting Lee
and Jackson. The designer
was Gutzon Borglum, the
sculptor who built Mt.
Rushmore, and who also
was a KKK member. The
obverse featured an eagle and the caption: “Memorial to the valor of the soldier
of the south.”
C. Helen Plane, an influential charter member of the United Daughters of
the Confederacy, wanted to include a KKK presence in the sculpture itself. “I
feel it is due to the Klan which saved us from Negro dominations and carpetbag
rule, that it be immortalized on Stone Mountain,” she wrote. “Why not represent
a small group of them in their nightly uniform approaching in the distance?”
Calmer heads prevailed
and the Klan did not appear
in the final design. Stone
Mountain park opened in
1965 — the centennial of the
Lincoln assassination.
Coincidence? How could it
be? (At least the park and
sculpture were privately
funded, not billed to U.S.
taxpayers.) The completed
monument, with the defiant
Confederate leaders
campaigning on horseback, has rankled civil rights advocates ever since —
never more so than in 2015, when a young white supremacist fanatic, Dylan
Roof, shot and killed nine black parishioners in Charleston, South Carolina.
Responding to the massacre, Richard Rose, then president of the NAACP,
referred to the Stone Mountain monument, calling it “the largest shrine to white
supremacy in the history of the world.” He continued: “It's based on white
supremacy because the [American Civil War] was based on white supremacy,
and the 'heroes' are based on white supremacy. After the killings at Emanuel
Church in Charleston, it finally crystallized for me that these monuments
encourage violence and validate oppression.” Criticism of the monument
continues. Georgia voting rights hero Stacey Abrams has proposed sandblasting
the bas-relief sculpture out of existence, calling it “a blight upon our state.”
As I learned more about the Stone Mountain Memorial, I remained upset.
It upsets me that the federal government — my government — contributed to

this triumphal celebration of white supremacy and the bloody insurrection it
fomented. For the U.S. Mint to issue a coin honoring those Confederate
generals upsets my historical conscience. I never imagined the U.S. post oﬃce
would appropriate the image of this monument to honor the Confederacy and
what it stood for.
I imagined wrong. Turns out
things occur that you can’t imagine.
Happens all the time. Finally the
memory clicked: I did see a stamp
with this monument on it. I checked
back in my collection, and
discovered I didn’t have a copy. I
went online and found it soon
enough. (Sigh.)
The 6-cent stamp was issued
in 1970, the same year the
monument was dedicated. It’s a
handsome engraving, to be sure.
Nevertheless, it’s a fact, folks: A
half-century ago, the USPS honored
the president of the Confederacy
and two of his top generals. How the decision was made to issue a stamp with
the Stone Mountain monument would make an instructive little research study
into white supremacy. In this and in many other cases, layers and linkages of
complicity with segregation, Jim Crow and slavery deserve to be fully explored.
I should point out to Cousin Bruce and others that this is the fourth (and
presumably last) time Robert E. Lee featured on a U.S. postage stamp. (That’s
him in the middle, between Davis and Jackson.) He thus ranks with Washington,
Jeﬀerson, Franklin and Lincoln in the philatelic pantheon. Few others have been
honored so frequently — not Alexander Hamilton, John Adams, James Madison,
Franklin Roosevelt, Eisenhower or JFK, not to mention James Buchanan, James
Polk, Millard Fillmore, Grover Cleveland or Calvin Coolidge. Was this intentional?
How could it be so? After all, the Lee stamps were issued over
the course of four decades. Yet, why Lee, again and again? I
suspect a powerful social current coursed through the postal
service during these years. As usual, postage stamps reflected
the public ethos, which in this case mirrored sympathy with the
Lost Cause of the Confederacy, reconciliation with the “soldier
of the south,” and continued allegiance to slavery’s thriving
descendent, white supremacy.

CONCLUSION
For many Americans, white supremacy is the water we swim in, the air we
breathe. It’s also in the stamps we use. White was the rule during the first
century and more of U.S. stamps. No one seemed to mind. We’ve made up for
it since then, with a decades-long “Black Heritage” stamp series, special
souvenir sheets, sets and singles honoring black musicians, war heroes, artists,
writers, baseball players and more. There are stamps picturing Martin Luther
King, Malcolm X and Marvin Gaye. Kwanza stamps are regularly issued. (How
about Juneteenth?) Some day we may see a stamp honoring George Floyd and
Black Lives Matter. Why not? It’s 2021 — why not a stamp marking the Tulsa
massacre? How about commemorating the Freedman’s Bureau and the
Freedman’s Bank? A series on Reconstruction’s highlights? Are any of these
ideas wackier than the Stone Mountain commemorative of 1970?
The fog of white supremacy can be blinding, the waters sedating.
Momentum and inertia, precedent and practice keep the power of white
supremacy humming through institutions, contracts, rules of law, finance, social
and political norms. The term “white supremacy” sounds harsh, arrogant,
autocratic, racist. In practice, there’s nothing unusual about it. It’s just two
words. White supremacy is completely normal — which is why it is so insidious
and immutable.
Moliere’s Monsieur Jourdain is gratified when his charlatan adviser informs
him he has been speaking “prose” all his life. I was not gratified to learn this past
year how I have benefitted from “white privilege” all my life. I wish it was a
charlatan who had told me this. Alas, abundant evidence makes it an
unavoidable, revealed truth.
The words “white supremacy” are loaded, yet hardly adequate to describe
the state of aﬀairs in America since … well, since the beginning. That white
supremacy is so easy to spot on our stamps should be no surprise. You may
think I have gone overboard in impugning the motives or intentions of artists,
designers, engravers and bureaucrats, trying to label them racist or stooges to
white supremacy. My answer is: Hey, I’m a stooge too. I never noticed how
obnoxious these stamps were — until now. Shame on me. Shame on White
America, for tolerating this erasure of Black America all these years. America
denied to Blacks a place on its stamps and a fair share of its wealth. We can do
better. We must do better. I don’t have the solutions, but I believe a clear-eyed
look at our past and its artifacts — like stamps — can sharpen our vision as we
make our way forward.
SEE ADDENDUM BELOW

ADDENDUM
This business of picking out U.S. stamps and linking them to white
supremacy risks becoming a snarky parlor game. At this point, I still think it’s a
useful exercise. Plus, I keep finding more examples: Here are another halfdozen. I expect by now you could write your own captions, so I won’t add my
own unless I must. Why don’t you get into the act and just for fun, try viewing
U.S. postage stamps — and other things — through an anti-racist lens?

OK, I can’t let this one (left) pass
without a short lecture. The stamp
honors “Future Farmers of America,” a
group celebrating its 25th anniversary in
1953. Thing is, the future farmers of
America — in 1953 as in 1928 — were
mostly white. After the Civil War and
the failure of Reconstruction, blacks lost
hundreds of thousands of acres of farmland granted them by the Freedman’s
Bureau. By 1920, blacks still hung on to 14 percent of U.S. farms. A century later,
just 1.4 percent of farms were black-owned, mostly in the Southeast and Texas.
Blacks have faced a century and a half of discriminatory practices, including
violence and land theft, banks and federal farm offices that denied loans and
credit and other benefits available to white farmers. After World War II, the G.I.
bill provided generous farm loans and training that were popular in the South —
and turned over administration to state and local authorities that excluded blacks
from these benefits. Today virtually all the farmlands, profits and subsidies
(including Donald Trump’s payments during the China trade embargo and the
pandemic) belong to whites.
The Biden administration and Democrats have confronted this historic
injustice. The Agriculture Department says up to 16,000 “socially disadvantaged”
farmers will have their loans paid by a fund set up under Joe Biden’s pandemic
relief act. Jon Stevens, a white midwestern farmer who filed suit to stop the
reparations program, says it is “anti-white,” adding: “Since when does Agriculture
get into this kind of race politics?”
Another Democratic proposal would grant Black farmers plots up to 160
acres — echoing the “40 acres and a mule” mantra of the Freedman’s Bureau
back in 1865. “It’s a bunch of crap,” protests Jeffrey Lay, who is white and heads
the Lewis County, Mo., farm bureau. “They talk about how they want to get rid of
discrimination. But they’re not even thinking about the fact they’re discriminating
against us.”
Critics like Stevens and Lay have a point. Affirmative action of this type is
discrimination, in that it singles out historically disadvantaged or under-served
populations — that is, victims of racism and white supremacy — and shares with
them some of the wealth that “advantaged” and “well-served” populations — i.e.
whites — have enjoyed exclusively for generations.
I think the critics are wrong. Sharing the wealth is the right thing to do,
after so many decades of exclusion. John Wesley Boyd, a black Virginia bean and
grain farmer and founder of the National Black Farmers Association, linked the
reverse-discrimination argument to racism: “Anyone in the United States, if

there’s money for Blacks, those groups speak up and say how unfair it is. But it’s
not unfair when they’re spitting on you, when they’re calling you racial epithets,
when they’re tearing up your applications.”
As usual, vocabulary fails us. While one side explores restitution,
restoration, reparation, the other mocks critical race theory and complains about
“race politics.” Both sides circle around the same issue, but the words turn into
rhetorical missiles, fired in polarizing debate. Most depressing are the win-lose
stakes in this war, because the contest itself is such an illusion. The proposition
that what improves the lot of one diminishes another seems Biblically false.
Nothing of yours is taken away when someone else gets something. In this case,
the result can benefit all — then we all can count our blessings. It’s a mistake to
let white privilege and white supremacy — two terms that are woefully
overloaded — divide black from white, anti-racist from resister. In time, I have
democratic faith that the politics of anti-racism and inclusion will prevail over the
politics of defensiveness, resentment and fear.
Growing together in peace is a splendid goal. Yet we face a rhetorical
race war that raises barricades to mutual understanding. Getting from war to
peace will require many hearts to open, and change.
(Material drawn from Wikipedia and the article “Windfall for Black Farmers Roils Rural
America,” NYTimes, 5/23/2021)
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